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The O’ltormean invasion war against the Three-Kingdom Alliance reaches its conclusion thanks to Ryoma’s efforts. In
so doing, Ryoma forms a powerful connection with Xarooda’s king, Julianus I. With these achievements under his belt,
Ryoma makes his triumphant return to his domain in the Wortenia Peninsula. However, Sudou and his Organization
continue to act in secret, sowing chaos throughout the western continent. Seeing Ryoma’s influence and realizing the
threat he might pose, they begin to weave dangerous new plots... The fantasy epic of a young leader and his strategic
plays reaches its tenth volume!
Chrono, a young jinn from the countryside, continues to explore the dungeons of the previous Demon Kings while taking
classes at the Demon King’s castle. Now, he has to fight a powerful being called a Kijin that lives inside his good friend
and vampire classmate Sofia...?! This is the third volume of the popular fantasy school life light novel that’s been
comicalized!
After Rentt senses something wrong with his familiar, Edel, he and Lorraine leave Hathara and return to the city of Maalt.
There they find the city on fire and crawling with thralls. Rentt finds Edel safe beneath the orphanage and learns through
him that a single vampire might be the cause of all the chaos. Just as Rentt goes out to help rid the city of the thralls, he
runs into the last person he wants to see in this situation—Gold-class adventurer and vampire hunter Nive Maris!
WHEN IT RAINS, IT POURS! Despite Rimuru's absence, things seem to be proceeding fairly smoothly in the newborn
nation of Tempest. But there's trouble brewing elsewhere: The nearby Kingdom of Farmus's top brass are planning an
invasion of Tempest, and at the same time, Rimuru's demon lord friend Milim Nava has declared war on Tempest's ally,
the Beast Kingdom of Eurazania. As if things couldn't get any worse, all communication between Rimuru and his crew
back home has suddenly gone silent in their hour of need! Tempest may be in for some hard times ahead-but this
steadfast slime isn't throwing in the towel just yet. He has a plan...and it's downright demonic!
Ryoma Mikoshiba prepares for a rebellion. It’s not long until his actions sow chaos across the Kingdom of Rhoadseria.
The nobles start turning their backs on Queen Lupis, and the kingdom begins to split into factions. As the rebellion
unfolds, it begins to have a dangerous effect on the surrounding countries as well. It's then that Ryoma hears the whisper
of Kikoku—his enchanted blade, which has yet to show its true potential...
In the Province of the Nine Skies, far above the heavens, there exists Nine Galaxies of Astral Rivers made up of
countless constellations interwoven together. For Martial Cultivators, they could form an innate link with one of the
constellations, awaken their Astral Soul, and transform into a Stellar Martial Cultivator. Legend has it that, the strongest
cultivators in the Province of the Nine Skies, were beings that could open an astral gate every time they advanced into a
new realm. Their talent in cultivation was such that they could even establish innate links with constellations that existed
in a layer higher than the Nine Layers of Heavens, eventually transforming into the heaven-defying and earth-shattering
power known as the War God of the Nine Heavens. Qin Wentian is the MC of this story. How could a guy, with a broken
set of meridians, successfully cultivate? There were countless Stellar Martial Cultivators, as there were countless
constellations in the vast starry skies. What he wanted to be, was the brightest constellation of all, shining dazzlingly in
the vast starry skies.
An invitation has arrived for the Great Martial Arts Tournament in the Mercenary State of Zem. Its grand prize? A single
wish. Having previously broken off diplomatic relations with the Zem, though, Souma had no intention of responding—that
is, until he received reports that the daughter of the former General of the Army will be participating?! Her father, Georg
Carmine, was disposed of as a traitor following the rebellion. Should she win and wish for revenge, that might lead to an
all-out war against the Kingdom! Looking to probe her intentions, Souma sets out for the Military State. There, he meets
the King of Zem, who he learns is equally in the dark regarding what she has planned. Volume twelve of the revolutionary
administration fantasy series starts now!
Tanya Artemiciov is a talented Mage-class adventurer who just got kicked out of her party by a sexist scumbag. So
what's a girl to do? Go to the wasteland and blow stuff up of course! One small problem though: she inadvertently frees a
mythical Sorceress named Laplace who was sealed away for the past 300 years... Surprise! Turns out this so-called
"wicked" Sorceress is actually pretty cool. Laplace wants to start a party of her own, Tanya wants revenge, and the
solution is obvious: team up. It's time to kick ass, kiss girls, and dismantle the patriarchy!
BATTLE AT SEA Risking her life to save her homeland, Shabon, a princess from the Nine-Headed Dragon Archipelago,
joins Souma's side in hopes of stopping an impending war. But with a fleet already en route to the hostile archipelago
under his orders, Souma sets out on an infiltration mission before it arrives, and he discovers that the real threat is a
massive creature in their waters that defies all common sense!
Summoned to another world to slay the mighty beast...of governance! (Now with an anime!) When the aggressively
pragmatic Kazuya Souma is summoned to another world as a hero, he's not given a quest, he's given a kingdom to rule.
On top of that, he's betrothed to the previous king's daughter! To get the country back in order, Souma gathers a group of
gifted individuals to his side. Will their impressive talents and his own knack for logistics be enough to get the country on
its feet again?
In the prequel to .hack, Albireo meets Lycoris in The World, an advanced online fantasy game, and soon realizes that
she not only can break rules within The World, but that she holds a deadly secret.
Shiro Amano: The Artwork of Kingdom Hearts contains over 100 color images from the manga adaptation of the popular
video game franchise.
Reincarnated as a character in the legendary video game, "Magical Explorer," our hero tries to win the hearts of the
game's heroines and emerge as the most accomplished student at the Sorcerer's Academy.
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One day, Song Shuhang was suddenly added to a chat group with many seniors that suffered from chuuni disease. The
people inside the group would call each other ‘Fellow Daoist’ and had all different kinds of titles: Palace Master, Cave
Lord, True Monarch, Immortal Master, etc. Even the pet of the founder of the group that had run away from home was
called ‘monster dog’. They would talk all day about pill refining, exploring ancient ruins, or share their experience on
techniques. However, after lurking inside the group for a while, he discovered that not all was what it seemed...
Under the protection of the gods, a relaxed life with slimes in another world begins! One day, the life of middle-aged
Japanese businessman Ryoma Takebayashi came to a rather sudden and disappointing end. Ryoma had never had a
blessed life, but after his death, three great gods sought his cooperation and reincarnated him as a child in another world
with swords and magic! Receiving a most cordial and divine welcome from the gods, Ryoma decides to live leisurely on
his own in the forest for the time being. Working diligently at magic and hunting, Ryoma’s greatest passion comes to be
researching his tamed slimes?! Training a variety of slimes (some newly discovered), the curtain rises on this easygoing
life fantasy celebrating a second life with kind people in another world!
This is the story of Miho Nishizumi in her elementary school days, taking place six years prior to the events in Girls und
Panzer. Having been raised in a prestigious household that adheres strictly to the values of tankery, life isn't easy for
young Miho. With an older sister who has already risen to great heights, Miho has some very large shoes to fill. Together
with a group of new friends, and a blossoming interest in tankery, Miho will set out on a road that may very well change
her future.
Clear all the dungeons! There are 666 of them and 10 years to do it. If not, the only thing that awaits...is total annihilation. Ezoe
Kazuhiko suddenly finds a mysterious underground space in his yard. When he steps into what turns out to be the very first
dungeon in this world, he ends up activating the Dungeon System and learns from the mysterious beauty who appears to him,
Akane, that the world is doomed to destruction if the 666 total dungeons that will be appearing in this world are not all cleared
within 10 years. As countries begin taking measures in response to the dungeons appearing all over the world, Ezoe seeks out
companions together with whom he establishes Dungeon Busters Inc., a company dedicated to clearing all the dungeons in the
world! The curtains rise on this dungeon-delving epic with overwhelming realism!
Gear up for a magical new adventure! In a world where magic abounds, 15-year-old Anti Kythera is the odd one out. No matter
how hard she studies, she can't even use the most basic of skills. Her only hope is her upcoming Skill Bestowal: a ceremony that
can help even the chronically magicless discover their talent. But what Anti receives is something completely new: Gearcraft, a
skill that allows her to make and control golden gears! What can a restaurant owner's daughter, much less an aspiring adventurer,
do with gears? As it turns out, quite a bit. But it's going to take a little imagination, and a lot of effort, if she's going to discover the
secrets of this never-before-seen power. Can Anti tame the tiara-shaped artifact that calls itself "Crown Gear"? Will she ever
become as great as her idol, Purple Lightning? Join her as she gets into gear for a life of adventure!
“Even if this universe is truly nothing more than a brutal, bloody, shadowy forest, we Cultivators will burn all that we have just to
give off a single weak flickering spark in the darkness! “No matter how weak each spark is, how short-lived, how small… As long as
the sparks flow unabated, then one day one of those sparks will light some tinder, and that tinder shall light some fallen branches,
and those branches shall set ablaze each and every last tree of the forest! “In the end, even the smallest sparks will eventually set
the shadowy forest ablaze and illuminate the whole world!” ------ All Pervious Chapter Ch1-Ch79 had been edited! Release Rate: 5
Chapters/Week; will be released on Mon, Wed, Fri, and Weekend; ** Qidian International and the former translator, Mr. Strivon,
have reached an agreement to buy out the chapters and host it in our site. We will be continuing the translation from the last
chapter translated by Mr. Strivon ** ** Hi guys, I know everyone is still waiting for the chapter, but I hate to break it to you but due
to something call real-life, there is another delay in the release. There will no chapter today or tomorrow, but I will follow-up with
two chapters on Sunday and Monday. Sorry for the inconvenience. On another note, I will try to stock up the chapter so that same
thing never happens again. So, please bear with me. **
The Magical Kingdom of Klyrode summons hundreds of heroes from other worlds every year to fight in their war against the Dark
One and his army of powerful demons. Banaza is one of those heroes, summoned from the Royal Capital Paluma, but
something’s not right—Banaza is only an average merchant. He has no magic, no fighting ability, and his stats are abysmal.
Worse, a mishap leaves him unable to return home! Rejected as a hero and stranded in another world, abandoned to the far
reaches of the kingdom by a cruel king who just wants him gone, Banaza’s fate looks pretty bleak. But what will happen once the
failed hero candidate finds himself with super cheat powers once he hits level two?
JINWOO SUNG, OFFICIALLY S RANK ?Leveling up in C-rank dungeons has become next to impossible for Jinwoo. But an Erank hunter attempting anything higher? Well, that would raise some serious red flags…so the time has come for a reevaluation.
And when the results are back, it’s official—Jinwoo is the tenth S-rank hunter from South Korea! An entirely new world, brimming
with powerful magic beasts and elite hunters, is now open to him. But before he can immerse himself in it, there’s something
absolutely vital he has to do…
THE ENLIGHTENMENT BEGINS! Souma visits Lagoon City, where he finds Castor waiting for him. But Souma is prepared for the
encounter, and has an ace up his sleeve! Castor is left dumbstruck when the king unveils a top secret project he’s had the
National Defense Force working on. Just what is Souma planning, and what role does he intend his disgraced former General to
play in it?
MY RETAINERS ARE MY STRENGTH Beset by an unprecedented wave of monsters, the group of small to medium-sized
countries known as the Union of Eastern Nations is in dire straights. Requested to send reinforcements to their aid, Souma
dispatches troops to the Kingdom of Lastania—where Julius, former crown prince of the Principality of Amidonia, is currently
holding the monsters at bay. And so it comes to be that Souma, standing shoulder-to-shoulder with an old foe, must depend on his
retainers’ strength to save Lastania!
If you want to learn about one of history’s most fascinating minds and uncover some of his secrets of imagination—secrets that
enabled him to invent machines light years ahead of his time and literally bring light to the world—then you want to read this book.
Imagination amplifies and colors every other element of genius, and unlocks our potential for understanding and ability. It’s no
coincidence that geniuses not only dare to dream of the impossible for their work, but do the same for their lives. They’re
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audacious enough to think that they’re not just ordinary players. Few stories better illustrate this better than the life of the father of
the modern world, a man of legendary imaginative power and wonder: Nikola Tesla. In this book, you’ll be taken on a whirlwind
journey through Tesla’s life and work, and not only learn about the successes and mistakes of one of history’s greatest inventors,
but also how to look at the world in a different, more imaginative way. Read this book now and learn lessons from Nikola Tesla on
why imagination is so vital to awakening your inner genius, and insights into the real “secret” to creativity, as explained by people
like Jobs, Picasso, Dali, and Twain.
"--Are you telling me that it's an enormous electromagnet?!" In the wake of rescuing the mindcontrolled AnchoR, moments later, Naoto and
Marie come to a rude awakening over a crucial element of the behemoth's design: its natural ability to disrupt clockwork technology! Caught
between a desperate Tokyo Military and a doomsday weapon stronger than even they anticapted, the two geniuses are facing their greatest
crisis yet! The third volume of the gear fantasy by Yuu Kamiya x Tsubaki Himana x Sino!!
Simple text explains the varied ways in which such animals as beavers, hummingbirds, termites, and bald eagles build their homes.
Among the quiet villages and towns of 18th century Europe, demons known as the Ill hide within the most beautiful works of art, sparked to
life by the torment of their creators. Attracted by their jewel-like allure, the unwary find themselves possessed by the Ill and driven to horrific
acts of violence. Only the hunters of the Ciste Vihad can dispel the Ill. March is one such hunter, tracking the Ill from town to town to find the
antiques that contain the demons before they can possess anyone. If the worst has come to pass, March's full powers are unleashed to battle
the fiendish Ill. Born of tragedy, the artifacts all have their own tales to tell, as do each of their victims. But March's story may be the most
tragic of all. -- VIZ Media
"Starting today, I will formally become the king of this Kingdom of Friedonia." Having returned from the Union of Eastern Nations and rested
awhile, the ceremony that will turn Souma from a provisional king to the true king is rapidly approaching. Because Souma's marriage to his
fiancées is to be held on the same day, the capital gets more lively than ever! Meanwhile, using his own marriage as an impetus, Souma
encourages his retainers to get married, too. Those who are already engaged to be married, those who aren't ready to be husband and wife
yet, those who haven't even recognized their own love—Souma shows concern for all his retainers' different circumstances... The
revolutionary administrative fantasy series, volume ten!
Eighteen-year-old Trinity is unlike any other werewolf in her pack. For one, there were unusual circumstances surrounding her birth, for
another, she is the only pack member to never shift into a wolf form. So now she doesn't quite belong anywhere. Not quite human and not
quite wolf. She thought she would be able to live her life how she wanted when she had turned eighteen. Go to college, make some friends,
have some fun. But what is she to do when the dangerously sexy Alpha literally falls right into her lap? "I am not human, and I am not a wolf. I
don't belong anywhere..." "...we both know that no one is going to mate with me, and even if they did, they would just reject me anyway."
What is the sexy, brooding Alpha going to do? The elders are making him hold these ridiculous parties to search for a mate. He doesn't want
a mate, but he knows he needs a mate to finish the Alpha Circle. Without a mate, a Luna for the pack, his people would suffer. And what is he
going to do when he stumbles across the girl that fate has chosen for him and he finds out she has no wolf? "This cannot be!" I roared.
"There is no way that I can mate with a girl that does not even have a wolf. She will be too weak. She will be inferior. She will not be strong
enough to be a Luna." "I simply could not accept her as my mate. Not fully. It wasn't safe for her. She would get herself killed. And she would
bring my pack down with her." When these two meet, sparks will surely fly. But will it be from passion, or their constant fighting? Neither of
them wanted a mate. Neither of them wants the mate that fate chose for them. And neither of them can make that mate bond go away. What
are they going to do now that they're literally stuck with each other?
A GIFTED STUDENT With Souma’s coronation and wedding behind him, he’s ready to send his little sister Tomoe off for her first day at the
Royal Academy. But from her first step through the gates, she’s greeted with comments and stares from the other students. Tomoe’s
adoption, her gift, and her older brother are drawing a lot of attention...good, bad, and possibly even dangerous.
Launching into new territory that the author hadn’t mapped out when he embarked on the series, NEKOMONOGATARI (White) tells the tale
of heroine Tsubasa Hanekawa from her own perspective, in her own voice—if that can hold true for a damaged soul who, depending on who
you’re asking, suffers from a split personality or a supernatural aberration. The bone-chilling brokenness of her household, where father and
mother and daughter keep three separate sets of cookware in the same kitchen and only ever prepare their own meals, and the profound
darkness nurtured in the genius schoolgirl’s heart, come to life, if that is the word, through her self-vivisection. As for our customary
unreliable narrator, Araragi, we seem to learn revealing tidbits about him now that we have an outside view of him at last, while his lady
friends Senjogahara, Hachikuji, et al, freed from his predilection for proudly inane banter, show subtly new faces to us via their female
interlocutor. Welcome to the Second Season.
How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Light Novel) Vol. 12Airship

A DANGEROUS PRIZE When Souma receives an invitation to a martial arts tournament, he has no plan to attend until
he discovers two things: first, the grand prize is a single wish, and second, the daughter of his kingdom's former general
will be participating. Her father was arrested as a traitor, and she has every reason to hate Souma and the Elfrieden
Kingdom. Now, he'll have to discover her true intentions before she gains the power to start an all-out war.
Wang Tong couldn’t wait to live his college life - girls, parties, and the dorm life - everything he had ever dreamed of.
But, instead of a letter of admission to the college, he had received a ticket to the planet Norton and a contract with the
Confederation as a space settler. Soon after his arrival, the Zerg overran the planet and obliterated its defenses in a
matter of moments. What awaited Tong on Norton was more than just an unbearable environment - its gravity alone was
five-times stronger than earth - there were also swarms of bugs, constant hunger, thirst, and desolation... Venture into
the Tempest of The Battlefield, unlock the secrets within the mysterious space crystals, and meet the legendary Blade
Warriors and the potent sword combat tactic: "Ultimate Tactics of the Blade: 256 Genome Nuclear Force". An honest and
humble low-tier robot and a ghost with a mouth full of nonsense both teamed up with Wang Tong in a fight for survival
against all odds.
Yun Luofeng, the genius of Huaxia Medicial School, died from an accident, and her soul attached onto the useless Eldest
Miss of the General Estate in Longxia Continent. Not only was this trash ungifted in the literary arts and martial arts, but
she was also big chested without a brain, arrogant, and self-willed. It was not enough for her to have a perfect fianc¨¦ like
the Crown Prince. She actually forcibly snatched a pretty boy in public, leading to the Crown Prince to annul their
engagement. However, the waste could not withstand this shock, so she actually hung herself to end her life. Opening
her eyes again, she was no longer the previous useless eldest miss. With a contract with the Medical God's Code, the
possession of a spiritual plant space, and miraculous hands that can bring the dead back to life, her medical skills will
stun the world! Extending from the royals and nobles on top to the merchants and old and influential families below, they
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will all compete to curry her favor. Even His Highness the Crown Prince, who previously broke the engagement, came
knocking on the door with a desire to reconcile? In regard to this, a certain mysterious man finally could not endure it
anymore and proclaimed, ¡°Whoever dares to come and harass my woman, let them come but never return!¡±
O, HERO! When Kazuya Souma is unexpectedly transported to another world, he knows the people expect a hero. But
Souma's idea of heroism is more practical than most--he wants to rebuild the flagging economy of the new land he's
found himself in! Betrothed to the princess and abruptly planted on the throne, this realist hero must gather talented
people to help him get the country back on its feet--not through war, or adventure, but with administrative reform!
Tomoyo Shiino has stood by her friend Mariko through years of abuse, abandonment, and depression. However horrific
her circumstances, their friendship has been the one reassuring constant in Mariko's life-and Tomoyo's too. That is, until
Tomoyo is utterly blindsided by news of Mariko's death. In life, Tomoyo felt powerless to help her best friend out of the
darkness that ultimately drove her over the edge. Now, Tomoyo is determined to liberate Mariko's ashes for one final
journey together... to set free her dear, broken Mariko.
HAMMER AND TONGS Visiting the neighboring Republic of Turgis on a diplomatic mission, Souma’s eye is caught by
the skill of the local blacksmiths—and an idea occurs to him. Sensing that he’ll need the cooperation of Turgis’s head of
state to make this scheme a reality, Souma prepares for a dual display: show the republic both what they could gain from
working with him—and what wrath they might incur if they refuse. Will this bold move work, or backfire on him?!
Having become the Baron of the Wortenia peninsula, Ryoma Mikoshiba seeks to broaden his influence. And yet, Ryoma
learns that Count Salzberg seeks to take advantage of him. Ryoma exploits the count's weaknesses and strikes a deal
that earns him his full cooperation. He then sets out to suppress the peninsula itself with the slaves he liberated, but an
unexpected encounter awaits him in the lands of Wortenia... The fantasy story of a summoned man's journey to
domination reaches its sixth volume!
Turmoil and war rage in the continent, and to emerge victorious, Ryoma moves to topple an impregnable fortress! As the
O'ltormea Empire’s conflict with the eastern kingdoms intensifies, Ryoma suggests impeding the Empire that once
summoned him to this world by capturing Fort Notis, a crucial base for their invasion efforts. However, Ryoma’s plan is
as daring as it is grand; a gamble that involves sneaking into enemy territory. Everyone except for Ryoma seems to think
this idea is all but impossible, but Ryoma finds a surprising way in... The ninth volume of this fantasy epic of a young
leader and his strategic plays!
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